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On this website, you can find the complete menu of Dawn's from Wyre. Currently, there are 7 dishes and drinks
available. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can also contact them

through their website. What dianelI8815OA likes about Dawn's:
My partner and I called in for lunch mid week . Angela the waitress was both attentive and polite . My partner had

chips and bread and I opted for cottage pie which was delish . To follow I had lemon meringue pie . We had
decaf tea also All very tasty We shall return read more. As a visitor, you can use the WLAN of the establishment
free of charge, Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and have something. The premises on site

are accessible, and therefore no problem for clientele with wheelchairs or physiological disabilities. What Diane
C doesn't like about Dawn's:

Old fashioned tearoom/coffee shop. Nice Latte and tea cakes for butter lovers just has they should be with butter
you can taste. The service was slow but friendly you cannot get a quick coffee here. Very popular with local
residents and there were reserved tables. read more. With the comprehensive diversity of coffee and tea
specialties, a visit to Dawn's becomes even more attractive, In addition, you'll find sweet delicacies, cake,

simple snacks and chilled refreshments and hot beverages here. Moreover, there are a wealth of classically
British dishes on the menu that will evoke nostalgic feelings in every Brit abroad, In the morning they serve a

varied breakfast here.
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Vegetaria�
CAULIFLOWER

Desser�
CHEESECAKE

Ho� drink�
TEA

Salad�
SIDE SALAD

SALMON SALAD

Coffe�
DECAF

CAFÉ

Ingredient� Use�
BUTTER

HAM

BROCCOLI

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BREAD

TOSTADAS

SALAD

SOUP

PANINI
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